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Two of the most intriguing statements of Our Lord are found in the 
sixteenth verse of our chapter:-

1. So the last shall be first and the first last; 
2. For many be called but few are chosen. 

Many and various have been the explanations and applications of these 
statements. It is doubtless true that many.little esteemed, insignificant and 
despised servants of the Lord Jesus will from Him receive a reward of 
first-class character; while some who have attained prominence, dignity 
and high esteem for their Christian work will receive no greater (if as 
great a) reward when His estimate and assessment of their worth is revealed. 
It may well be that of those who respond to His call to service only a few 
will be shown to have been of acceptable character. Yet I wonder whether 
these and such modes of explanation have not failed to plumb the deeper 
significance of the passage. 

Let us consider certain significant phrases. 
We should not forget the valuable suggestion of Dr. Campbell Morgan 
in relation to the parables of Matt xiii. that the Kingdom of heaven is 
likened to certain situations and we are not to break off after the words 
"The Kingdom of heaven is like unto a man" and suppose that the 
person is intended to represent an exact likeness to God or the Lord Jesus. 
The general situation is in view and the meaning of the parable is to be 
construed in the light of the leading purpose of the story. What then is 
this? 

The parable supposes a vinegrower of obviously industrious and vigorous 
disposition who rises early to get workmen into his vineyard. He cannot 
get the necessary work done fast enough and therefore goes to the labour 
market thrice further during the working day to supplement his labour 
force. While the day has reached the eleventh hour he is still concerned 
to get more labour. No doubt the weather is worsening and the harvest is 
threatened and he must get the vineyard plucked before the storm breaks. 
He goes into the market and challenges the men standing there: Why 
stand you here all the day idle? Now of course it was not true that they 
had stood there all the day idle, and he knew it; but what was the labourer's 
reaction? Self-justification and excuses? Did they proceed to explain 
that the work they had been doing in the morning, forenoon and afternoon 
had come to an early end and they were not idlers? No. They merely 
express their availability and willingness to be hired. In the poverty
stricken conditions of Israel the very fact that they were there showed that 
they were keen to work to win the best living available in the hard 
conditions of the country. No arguments or fuss! They just get down to 
work till even time and delight the owner of the vineyard reaping the harvest. 
Hence he rejoices to pay all a full day's wage. The first who had worked 
all day had agreed a wage. The rest had agreed to accept what was just and 
fair. Those whose worked the last hour had not sought to bargain for 
double or treble time to~ fM!ilf~~antage of the need of the lord of the 
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vineyard. They had shown the true spirit of the servant, (as was shown by 
Our Lord Himself in His service for His Father), submissive not self
justifying, willing-hearted and available and amenable I In his just and 
absolute discretion the lord of the vineyard recognises the spirit of loyal 
service, and rewarded them appropriately. 

From the spirit of rebellious murmuring shown by those who had 
" worked " all day, one may perhaps be forgiven for wondering whether 
they were not mere time-servers who had not put their backs into the 
work, and whether their lack of better progress was in part the reason for 
the lord of the vineyard's returning at the ninth and eleventh hours for 
more labour. It is not at all unlikely that the reason they were available 
at all at the beginning of the day was because the previous day discrim
inating employers had hired the other more industrious men and being 
satisfied with their work had re-engaged them before they left in the 
evening. In the morning they had no need to go to the market place. 
No doubt some labourers with only part of a day's work to do would 
have spun out the work so as to " earn " a day's wage, but not these. 
By contrast the labourers engaged in the morning might well have been 
prolonging the work so as to have work for the following day. This 
might be regarded as speculation; but it is rather, I suggest, an intelligent 
deduction from the spirit of the labourers, the just and discriminating 
attitude of the employer and the unanswered refutation of their objection 
to his justice. It is certainly a possible explanation whicfi makes good 
sense of the master's decision. 

No servant of Christ can surely dismiss these considerations, however, as 
having no bearing on our service for Christ. In what spirit is our service 
rendered? Are we characterised by time-serving, apathy, lethargy, 
jealousy of other servants or dissatisfaction at the Lord's sovereign 
disposition of His servants? Or are we keen to be of service even if it be 
helping out at the end of a day of toil in another place? When 
we receive a call do we allow ourselves to be detained by motives 
of self-justification or excuse? When the Lord's interests are especially 
at stake are we ready to call on our reserves of strength or money to 
preserve them from danger; or do we shrug our shoulders and say we 
have done enough already? 

I turn from these considerations of general moral importance to the 
prime purpose in my referring to this Scripture. This parable is exclusive 
to Matthew, and Matthew's Gospel has a strong dispensational and 
prophetic , aspect. It is more concerned with the truth of the Second 
Coming and Kingdom of the Lord Jesus than other Gospels, and it is 
therefore by no means extravagant to ask whether the Lord may not have 
told this parable with a distinctly dispensational object? 

Have we not come to the eleventh hour in the history of the Testimony 
of the Gospel towards the world? Is the stage not set for the almost 
immediate return of Our Lord? Why does He tarry if it is not 
because the harvest is not yet in and precious souls remain to be saved 



from sin and Satan's power? After the toils of the day's first eleven hours 
are we too weary to make ourselves available? Are we too inclined to 
sleep or rest to undertake more work 7 Are we apathetic about the success 
of the harvest thinking only of the reward ahead already earned? Or are 
we prepared to throw ourselves i_nto the Lord's work and _go flat out for 
the furtherance and protection of His interests, not watching the clock as 
time-servers, but anxiously watching with Him the onset of evening and 
the gathering storm clouds and the approaching night when no man can 
work? 

I believe that the Lord is making His eleventh hour plea for labourers 
NOW and that the high importance of the work to be done will be 
recognised by His reward when He comes. So many that were first shall 
be last and the last first. The reward He offers is intended to motivate 
our service, and it is a false pseudo-spirituality which professes unconcern 
with His reward when He has laid such striking emphasis upon it. To be 
sure His approval and welcome " Well done thou good and faithful 
servant" are supreme, and to all true hearts will be our dominating and 
guiding motives; but He has rewards which He offers and will delight to 
give and He will surely find glory in the giving. It is truly an affront to 
the Great Giver to ignore the reward. For those who come in at the 
eleventh hour and secure the great harvest home before the storm breaks 
will be provided a high reward, and this we may be assured is available to 
us if we seek in humility and loyalty to Himself to devote our energies 
without reserve or qualification to the vital work STILL UNDONE. 
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